CURTIS motor controller installation using motor power for notch settings and switches
for HORN, BELL, and Notch 8. Sound unit and auxillary amplifier operating from lower 12 volts.
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speaker or ampli fier as
shown below.
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forced NOTCH 8 toggle switch

RPM input

BELL
toggle switch (Item# 524)

Optional Diesel motor sound switch
ON / OFF
(shown sound "ON")

HORN
momentary pushbutton (Item #618)

1N4001 (Item #374)
Diodes required since controller is
operating on 24vDC and the sound unit
is operating on the lower 12vDC. DO
NOT place diode in reverse direction,
this will damage the sound unit.

Sound System ON/OFF. A switch or relay tied to the main contactor relay
power. The CURTIS controller can be connected to the sound system
without power on the sound system since the external diode will protect
the sound systems input when no power is applied to it!
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ON / OFF
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Sinc e polarit y to t he mot or
is controlled by a relay aft er
the mot or speed c ontrol it is
only neccessary to connect
one wire t o the s ound unit!

CURTIS
CONTROLLER

+

12v
battery
+

Item #524

12v
battery

- PWR
"•" denotes connection, join wires together & insulate.
Otherwise wires are just passing over and do not connect.

By using two sound systems you can create the most realistic
operation. For diesels, one is wired for no motor sound thus providing
the HORN & BELL. The other is wired to the controller without any
HORN / BELL inputs, thus providing only the prime mover sound!
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volume
control
clockwise
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Set volume control to
the 2 o'clock position.

strap setting on this sound system for diesel prime
mover sound OFF (pins 2 & 3 of 3 pin heder - see
sound systems instructions) This is the same for
steam chuff off if using steam sound systems
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Set control to 12 o'clock
position.
Fine tune later for optimal
response with external
speed (RPM) control.

Item #672

Operating on the full 24 volt battery. This allows the case to be at
ground potential. This is especially important if the case is internally
connected to the "-" DC input power. More than one power amplifier
can be used. To do so connect the input wires in parrallel.
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Set volume control to
the 2 o'clock position.

22 Watt Amplifier
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2N4403 (PNP)
or equiv.
External Volume control with
knob (item #601)
E B C

External RPM control with
knob & transistor (item #602)

When connecting two sound systems as shown, the top unit should
be wired for the Horn and Bell inputs as shown in the above drawing.
The bottom unit produces the prime mover sound. The remote RPM
control is only needed if the sound system is not set for motor speed
input from the controller. If speed input is set from the controller do
not also connect the RPM control and transistor to pin 9. Connect
the controller motor speed input as shown above to pin 1 of the DC
input connector (labeled RPM input in the above drawing).
The audio wires should be kept close to the amplifier input since
they are not shielded from external noise. The audio output from the
amplifier can be left long since this is a low impedance line. For best
noise immunity place the 1k resistors and volume control in a metal
enclosure (grounded for proper shielding), then take the sound
unit's audio output through a twisted pair to the 1k resistor.

